An interstitial deletion at 3p21.3 results in the genetic fusion of MLH1 and ITGA9 in a Lynch syndrome family.
Germline mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes, mainly MLH1 or MSH2, have been shown to predispose with high penetrance for the development of the clinical phenotype of hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer (Lynch syndrome). Here, we describe the discovery and first functional characterization of a novel germline MLH1 mutant allele. A large kindred including 54 potential carriers was investigated at the molecular level by using different types of PCR experiments, gene cloning, transfection studies, Western blot experiments, and mismatch repair assays to identify and characterize a novel MLH1 mutant allele. Twenty-two of 54 putative carriers developed colon cancer or other tumors, including breast cancer. The identified MLH1 mutant allele emerged from an interstitial deletion on chromosome 3p21.3, leading to an in-frame fusion of MLH1 (exons 1-11) with ITGA9 (integrin alpha 9; exons 17-28). The deleted area has a size of about 400 kb; codes for LRRFIP2 (leucine-rich repeat in flightless interaction protein 2), GOLGA4 (Golgi autoantigen, golgin subfamily a, 4), and C3orf35/APRG1 (chromosome 3 open reading frame 35/AP20 region protein 1); and partly disrupts the AP20 region implicated in major epithelial malignancies. Tumor cells lost their second MLH1 allele. The MLH1*ITGA9 fusion protein provides no capability for DNA mismatch repair. Murine fibroblasts, expressing a doxycycline-inducible MLH1*ITGA9 fusion gene, exhibit a loss-of-contact inhibition phenotype. This is the first description of a functional gene fusion of the human MLH1 gene, resulting in the loss of mismatch repair capabilities. The MLH1*ITGA9 fusion allele, together with deletions of the AP20 region, presumably defines a novel subclass of Lynch syndrome patients, which results in an extended tumor spectrum known from hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer and Muir-Torre syndrome patients.